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Abstract
The existence of subexponential-time parameterized algorithms is examined for various parameterized
problems solvable in time Oð2OðkÞ pðnÞÞ: It is shown that for each tX1; there are parameterized problems in
FPT for which the existence of Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ-time parameterized algorithms implies the collapse of W ½t to
FPT. Evidence is demonstrated that Max-SNP-hard optimization problems do not admit subexponentialtime parameterized algorithms. In particular, it is shown that each Max-SNP-complete problem is solvable
in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ if and only if 3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ: These results are also applied to show evidence
pﬃﬃ
for the non-existence of Oð2oð kÞ pðnÞÞ-time parameterized algorithms for a number of other important
problems such as Dominating Set, Vertex Cover, and Independent Set on planar graph instances.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recent substantial progress has been made in building better and better parameterized
algorithms for a variety of NP-complete problems. Consider the problem of determining whether
a graph with n nodes has a Vertex Cover of size k: Starting with the early work of Buss [7,8] who
discovered a Oð2k k2kþ2 þ knÞ algorithm for the problem, the running time of parameterized
algorithms for Vertex Cover has been improved to Oð2k k2 þ knÞ by Downey and Fellows [15],
Oð1:325k k2 þ knÞ by Balasubramanian et al. [5], Oð1:3196k k2 þ knÞ by Downey et al. [17],
Oð1:29175k k2 þ knÞ and Oð1:29175k þ knÞ by Niedermeier and Rossmanith [22,23], and
Oð1:2852k þ knÞ by Chen et al. [13]. Similar improvements have been made for other NPcomplete problems [4]. In particular, we mention the case for Planar Dominating Set. As shown
$
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by Downey and Fellows [15], this problem is known to be ﬁxed parameter
tractable via a
pﬃﬃ
k
Oð kÞ
Oð11 jGjÞ algorithm. However, this result was recently improved to Oð2
nÞ by Alber et al. [2].
Noting the progress on algorithms for Planar Dominating Set, it is natural to ask if similar
progress can be made for other problems such as Vertex Cover. In particular, it is natural to ask
whether the current Oð2OðkÞ pðnÞÞ upper bound on Vertex Cover can be improved to Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ:
This is an open question.
In this paper, we examine the complexity theoretic consequences of the existence of
subexponential parameterized algorithms for a variety of parameterized problems, including
Vertex Cover. In the case of Vertex Cover, we relate the existence of subexponential-time
parameterized algorithms to the existence of subexponential-time algorithms for 3-SAT. For
other problems, we show that the existence of the subexponential parameterized algorithms
implies the collapse of the W -hierarchy. Our approach in the second case is based on generalized
parameterizations of optimization problems.
For each function sðnÞ and each parameterized problem P with parameter k; we deﬁne the
extended version PsðnÞ to be the problem P with the role of parameter k replaced by ksðnÞ: We
show that the parameterized complexity of PsðnÞ depends largely on the function s as well as that
of P: In particular, there are problems PAFPT whose extended versions PsðnÞ remain
parameterized tractable when s ¼ oðlog nÞ but become parameterized intractable when s ¼
Yðlog nÞ: We are able to show that for each tX1; there is a parameterized problem P that is
solvable in time Oð2OðkÞ pðnÞÞ whose extended version Plog n is hard for W ½t: Our techniques allow
us to show that the existence of Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ-time parameterized algorithms for P would imply
parameterized tractability for Plog n causing the collapse of W ½t to FPT. Our results are of special
interest when t ¼ 1: In this case, the problem P of interest is a weighted satisﬁability problem Half
Weight SAT. The problem contains Vertex Cover as a special case and yet itself is a special case of
the general SAT problem.
Using the same techniques, an earlier version of this work [12] concluded that Vertex Cover and
other Max-SNP-hard problems do not have subexponential parameterized algorithms unless
W ½1 ¼ FPT: However, a careful examination1 revealed that the proof of Lemma 3 in [12] was
incorrect. Since subsequent results ([12, Theorem 4, Theorem 6, Corollary 3]) relied on Lemma 3,
the conclusion that Vertex Cover does not have a subexponential parameterized algorithm unless
W ½1 ¼ FPT remains open. Nevertheless, the results presented here and in [12] provide a blueprint
for parameterized lower-bound proofs. In the case of Vertex Cover, it sufﬁces to prove that
Vertex Coverlog n is W ½1-hard. By Theorem 2.2 of this paper, the existence of a subexponentialtime parameterized algorithm for Vertex Cover would imply that Vertex Coverlog n is
parameterized tractable and hence that W ½1 ¼ FPT: So, it appears that an investigation of the
parameterized complexity of Vertex Coverlog n and other related problems may be worthwhile. In
a recent development, Fellows [18] has shown that Vertex Coverlog n is contained in W ½1:
Here we examine the parameterized complexity of Vertex Cover and other Max-SNP-hard
problems. It is known from the earlier work of Cai and Chen [9] that under the standard
parameterization framework, all parameterized versions of the optimization problems in the class
1
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Max-SNP are solvable in time Oð2OðkÞ pðnÞÞ: This research gives a more detailed account on the
parameterized complexity of Max-SNP. We show that L-reductions preserve subexponential-time
parameterized computability and that no Max-SNP-complete problem is solvable in time
Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ unless all problems in Max-SNP are solvable in this time-bound. Moreover, we relate
the existence of subexponential-time algorithms for Max-SNP problems to the long-standing
question of whether 3-SAT is solvable in a subexponential time.
Our results concerning the parameterized complexity of Max-SNP-complete problems use the
work of Impagliazzo et al. [20] in combination with reduction to kernal techniques. Their work
indicates that Vertex Cover and other NP-complete problems likely do not have subexponential
parameterized algorithms. In particular, their work deﬁnes a notion of completeness under
‘‘SERF’’ (subexponential reduction family) reductions for the syntactic class SNP that was
originally deﬁned by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [24]. As shown there, the existence of a
subexponential-time algorithm for any problem that is SNP-hard under SERF reductions implies
that every problem in SNP has a subexponential-time algorithm. In their work, many NPcomplete problems, including Vertex Cover, Independent Set, and 3-SAT, where shown to be
SNP-hard under SERF reductions. In the case of Vertex Cover, since k is bounded above by n; the
existence of a subexponential-time parameterized algorithm for Vertex Cover implies the existence
of a subexponential-time algorithm for the usual decision version. Therefore, a subexponentialtime parameterized algorithm for Vertex Cover implies that 3-SAT has a subexponential-time
algorithm.
Our results are extended to obtain parameterized complexity lower bounds for a number of
problems on instances with planar
structures. We show evidence that for a number of problems
pﬃﬃ
Oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ-time algorithms obtained by Alber et al. [2] cannot be
on planar graphs, the Oð2
pﬃﬃﬃ
substantially improved in the exponent Oð kÞ: In particular, we show that problems such as
Planar Dominating Set, Planar IndependentpSet,
ﬃﬃ Planar Red/Blue Dominating Set, and Planar
oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ unless all Max-SNP-complete problems are
Vertex Cover cannot be solved in time Oð2
oðkÞ
solvable in time Oð2 pðnÞÞ: Putting this along withpﬃﬃthe results established for Max-SNPcomplete problems, we show that the existence of Oð2oð kÞ pðnÞÞ-time algorithms for problems on
planar structures also relates to the long-standing question of whether 3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ:

1.1. Outline of main results
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the extended parameterization
framework. The main result of Section 2 is Theorem 2.2, i.e., that if a parameterized problem P is
solvable in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some polynomial p; then Plog n is parameterized tractable. Section
3 studies the relationship between the hardness of W ½t-complete problems and the existence of
subexponential-time algorithms for their variants. In particular, Section 3 introduces a family of
parameterized problems Half-Weight t-Norm Sat. In Lemma 3.1, it is shown that the extended
versions of these parameterized problems, Half-Weight ðt þ 1Þ-Norm Satlog n ; are W ½t-hard via
parameterized reductions from the W ½t-complete problems Weighted Monotone t-Normalized
Satisﬁability and Weighted Antimonotone t-Normalized Satisﬁability [16]. Using Theorem 2.2, we
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conclude that Half-Weight t þ 1-Norm Sat cannot be solved in Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ steps unless W ½t ¼
FPT:
In Section 4, we examine the complexity theoretic consequences of subexponential-time
parameterized algorithms for Vertex Cover and other Max-SNP-hard problems. We do so by
relating the complexity of Vertex Cover-3 with the complexity of 3-SAT. There we use the results
of Impagliazzo et al. [20, Theorem 1, Section 3] that show that Vertex Cover-3 with the parameter
n (the number of vertices), 3-SAT with the parameter n (the number of variables), and 3-SAT with
the parameter m (the number of clauses) are also SNP-complete under SERF reductions. By using
these results in combination with a reduction to kernal, we show in Theorem 4.3 that Vertex
Cover-3 can be solved in Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ steps if and only if 3-SAT is in DTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ; where n is the
number of variables. It follows in Theorem 4.4 that each Max-SNP-complete problem P
can be solved in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ with witness for some polynomial p if and only if
3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ; where n is the number of variables.
In pSection
5, we examine the complexity theoretic consequences of the existence of
ﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ parameterized algorithms for planar problems. We do so by relating the
Oð2
parameterized complexity of Planar Vertex Cover, Planar Independent Set, Planar Dominating
Set, and Planar Red/Blue Dominating Set to the parameterized complexity of Vertex Cover-3. In
particular, we use a reduction to kernal, along with an earlier NP-completeness reduction from
Planar
Vertex Cover to Vertex Cover by Garey et al. [19] to show that the existence of a
pﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ algorithm for any of these problems implies the existence of a Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ
Oð2
algorithm for Vertex Cover-3. Using
the results of Section 4, we conclude in Corollary 5.1 that
pﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
none of these problems has a Oð2
pðnÞÞ algorithm unless 3-SAT is in DTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ:
Finally, in Section 6, we discuss open problems and future directions.

2. Preliminaries
Here we brieﬂy introduce the necessary concepts in the theory of parameterized complexity. For
additional information, we refer readers to the comprehensive text on parameterized complexity
by Downey and Fellows [16].
To begin, a parameterized problem P is deﬁned over the set S N; where S is a ﬁnite alphabet
and N in the set of natural numbers. Therefore, each instance of the problem P is a pair /I; kS;
where k is called the parameter. A problem P is parameterized tractable if there is an algorithm
running in time Oð f ðkÞpðjIjÞÞ that solves the parameterized problem P for some polynomial p
and some recursive function f : The complexity class FPT contains all parameterized tractable
problems.
The theory of parameterized complexity deﬁnes a variety of reductions that preserve
parameterized tractability. Here we employ the standard parameterized m-reduction. Brieﬂy,
P1 is parameterized reducible to P2 if there exist functions g : N-N and f : S N-S such that
/x; kSAP1 2/ f ðx; kÞ; gðkÞSAP2 and f ðx; kÞ is computable in time gðkÞpðjxjÞ for some
polynomial p: Based on this reduction, a hierarchy of increasingly difﬁcult parameterized
problems can be deﬁned. Consider the problem of determining whether a circuit of weft t has a
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satisfying assignment of weight k for some tX1: Let
Lt ¼ f/Ci ; kS j Ci is a weft t circuit having a weight k satisfying assignmentg
and
L¼

N
[

Lt :

i¼1

Then, W ½t is the class of all problems that are parameterized reducible to Lt ; and W ½P is the class
of all problems parameterized reducible to L: It is known that FPTDW ½1DW ½2D?W ½P: This
is the W -hierarchy. A problem P is W ½t-hard if every problem in W ½t is parameterized reducible
to P and W ½t-complete if it is also in W ½t:
Many parameterized problems are naturally obtained from optimization problems through
parameterizations. Following the earlier work of Cai and Chen [9], we use a standard
parameterization of optimization problems. For each optimization problem P; the standard
parameterized version of P is to determine, given an instance I of P and an integer k; whether the
optimal solution cost OPTP ðIÞ is Xk for maximization problems or pk in the case of a
minimization problems.
An optimization problem P is said to be parameterized tractable if the standard parameterized
version of the problem is parameterized tractable. We also use P to denote the standard
parameterized version of the optimization problem P wherever it does not cause confusion.
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let sðnÞ be a function. Let P be a parameterized problem with parameter k: Then
PsðnÞ is the parameterized problem P with the parameter k replaced by ksðnÞ: PsðnÞ is called an
extended version of P:
In the literature, most parameterized tractability proofs involve explicit constructions of a
witness to each positive answer. In particular, the following ‘‘stronger’’ deﬁnition of
parameterized tractability was introduced in [9].
Deﬁnition 2.2. A parameterized problem P is parameterized tractable with witness if there is a
f ðkÞpðjIjÞ-time algorithm that determines the membership of /I; kS in P and also produces a
witness to the assertion /I; kSAP; for some recursive function f and polynomial p:
In general, we assume the usual deﬁnition of parameterized tractability throughout the paper.
The stronger deﬁnition given above is used in Section 4 to show that L reductions preserve
parameterized complexity. This fact is crucial to some of our results in Sections 4 and 5. Note,
however, that the close relationship between search and decision means that the terms
parameterized tractable and parameterized tractable with witness are equivalent in many cases.
As explained in Sections 4 and 5, this fact allows us to state those results without reference to the
witness characterization.
Now we show some properties of the parameterized problems PsðnÞ : First, we note that sðnÞ can
be as large as oðlog nÞ without signiﬁcantly changing the parameterized tractability of PsðnÞ :
Consider the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 2.1. A parameterized problem is parameterized tractable if it is solvable in time
Oð2OðsðnÞkÞ pðnÞÞ for some unbounded and nondecreasing function sðnÞ ¼ oðlog nÞ and some
polynomial p.
Proof. Deﬁne Tðn; kÞ ¼ Oð2OðsðnÞkÞ pðnÞÞ: Let sðnÞ ¼ Oðlog n=tðnÞÞ for some unbounded and
nondecreasing function tðnÞ: If kptðnÞ; then the time Tðn; kÞ ¼ Oð2Oðlog nÞ pðnÞÞ is a polynomial
in n: If k4tðnÞ; then npgðkÞ; where gðkÞ is the inverse function of tðnÞ; and Tðn; kÞ ¼
Oð2OðsðgðkÞÞkÞ pðnÞÞ; i.e. Tðn; kÞ ¼ f ðkÞpðnÞ for some function f ðkÞ:
Cai et al. [10] have shown how to efﬁciently construct such inverse functions using a limited
amount of time and space resources. We refer the reader to that paper for further details. &
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a parameterized problem solvable in time Oð2OðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some polynomial
p. Then for any unbounded nondecreasing function sðnÞ ¼ oðlog nÞ; PsðnÞ is parameterized tractable.
Proof. Since PsðnÞ can be solved in Oð2OðsðnÞkÞ pðnÞÞ steps via the algorithm for P; this follows
immediately from Lemma 2.1. &
It is natural to ask whether the above theorem holds when s ¼ Oðlog nÞ: As we show in Section
3, this is unlikely since it implies that W ½1 ¼ FPT: Indeed, Plog n appears to be parameterized
intractable for certain problems P in FPT. Furthermore, the parameterized intractability of Plog n
implies a strong lower bound on the running times of parameterized algorithms for P:
Theorem 2.2. If parameterized tractable problem P is solvable in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some
polynomial p, then problem Plog n is parameterized tractable.
Proof. If P is solvable in time Oð2k=tðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some unbounded nondecreasing function t;
problem Plog n is solvable in time Oð2m=tðmÞ pðnÞÞ; where m ¼ k log n by using the same algorithm.
Then
m=tðmÞ ¼ k log n=tðk log nÞpk log n=tðlog nÞ ¼ sðnÞk
for some function sðnÞ ¼ log n=tðlog nÞ ¼ oðlog nÞ: Therefore, the running time of this algorithm
for Plog n is Oð2sðnÞk pðnÞÞ: By Lemma 2.1, the problem Plog n is parameterized tractable. &

3. Subexponential-time parameterized algorithms and W -hierarchy
In this section, we show that there are many parameterized problems in FPT for which the
existence of subexponential-time parameterized algorithms is related to the collapse of the W hierarchy. Our approach will be based on the extended parameterization framework introduced in
the previous section.
To begin, we give some deﬁnitions for normalized boolean circuits and formulae.
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Deﬁnition 3.1. Let tX1 be an integer. A boolean circuit C is called t-normalized if
(1) negations occur only at the input literals,
(2) AND and OR gates are arranged alternatively in levels and gates at level i receive inputs only
from level ði 1Þ;
(3) it has t þ 1 levels (t alternations) of gates, including the input literals which are at level 0,
and
(4) the output gate (at level t) is an AND gate.

A t-normalized circuit is monotone if it contains no negations. A t-normalized circuit is
antimonotone if the 0th level contains only negated literals.
We note that Deﬁnition 3.1 is essentially the deﬁnition given in [16, p. 284]. Normalized boolean
formulae can also be deﬁned in a similar fashion. Let n be the size of a circuit. Let bðnÞ be
function. A normalized circuit has bottom fan-in bðnÞ if the gates at the ﬁrst level have fan-in
bounded by bðnÞ [11], where n is the total number of inputs to the circuit.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let tX1: The parameterized problem Half-Weight t-Norm SAT is to determine,
given a t-normalized circuit C with k variables, whether there is a half-weight satisfying
assignment (the weight of the assignment is half of the number of variables) for C; where k is the
parameter.
For each tX1; the problem Half-Weight t-Norm SAT can be solved by a Oð2k nÞ-time
parameterized algorithm which tries all possible half-weight assignments to the variables of the
circuit, where n the size of the circuit, i.e. the number of gates in the circuit, which includes the
input gates.
Note that the extended version Half-Weight t-Norm SATsðnÞ of Half-Weight t-Norm SAT is to
determine whether there is a half-weight satisfying assignment for a given t-normalized circuit with
ksðnÞ variables. Again, n is the size of the circuit. According to Theorem 2.1, for any sðnÞ ¼
oðlog nÞ; the extended version Half-Weight t-Norm SATsðnÞ remains parameterized tractable.
However, we will show in the following that for tX2; Half-Weight t-Norm SATsðnÞ is
parameterized intractable when sðnÞ ¼ Oðlog nÞ:
Lemma 3.1. For each tX1; Half-Weight ðt þ 1Þ-Norm SATlog n is W ½t-hard.
Proof. We prove the hardness by constructing reductions to Half-Weight t þ 1-Norm SATlog n
from well-known W ½t-hard problems.
According to Downey and Fellows [16, Theorem 12.6], the following problems are complete for
W ½t for even values of t41: Weighted Monotone t-Normalized Satisﬁability. This problem is to
determine, given a t-normalized monotone boolean formula f and parameter k; whether f has a
weight-k satisfying assignment. Similarly, the following problems are complete for W ½t for tX1
when t is odd: Weighted Antimonotone t-Normalized Satisﬁability. In addition, Weighted
Antimonotone 2-SAT is complete for W ½1: This problem is deﬁned as follows: given a
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antimonotone CNF formula f with each clause having at most two literals, and parameter k;
determine if f has a weight-k satisfying assignment.
We ﬁrst consider the case that tX1 is even. Let f be an instance for the W ½t-complete problem
Weighted Monotone t-Normalized Satisﬁability, i.e., a t-normalized monotone boolean formula.
Let X ¼ ðx1 ; y; xn0 Þ be the set of variables in f: We rewrite f as a ðt þ 1Þ-normalized circuit Cf
with 2k log n0 input variables arranged in k blocks of 2 log n0 variables.
Let Z ¼ ðzð1Þ ; y; zðkÞ Þ be the k blocks of input variables for circuit Cf ; where for each
i ¼ 1; y; k;
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

zðiÞ ¼ ðu1 ; v1 ; y; ulog n0 ; vlog n0 Þ
is a vector of 2 log n0 boolean variables. In this construction, the block zðiÞ corresponds to an
encoding of the ith true input variable in the formula f: This encoding requires some explanation.
A desired assignment to f will have exactly k variables that are set to true. Let xj be the ith
ð jÞ

ð jÞ

variable in f that is set to true. This fact will be encoded in the block zðiÞ : Let Bj ¼ b1 ?blog n0 be
the binary representation of the index j: (Note that the length of Bj is at most log n0 since
1pjpn0 :) To encode that xj is the ith true variable, the variables in block zðiÞ will be set such that
for l ¼ 1; y; log n0 ;
(1) uðiÞ ¼ 1 and vðiÞ ¼ 0 if and only if bð jÞ ¼ 1; and
l
l
l
(2) uðiÞ ¼ 0 and vðiÞ ¼ 1 if and only if bð jÞ ¼ 0:
l
l
l
To determine the truth value of xj in the original formula, it sufﬁces to compute an OR of ANDs
using the variables in the k blocks of 2 log n0 variables. This circuit is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Now, the reduction from f proceeds as follows. Since t is even and f is monotone, each term Tr
W
at the ﬁrst level of f is of the form Tr ¼ bj¼1 xrj ; where b is the bottom fan-in. Note that Tr is true
if and only there is an index rj corresponding to variable xrj in f that is set to true. In other words,
Tr is true if and only if there is a block zðiÞ ; 1pipk; representing the index rj : Therefore, Tr can be

Fig. 1. A circuit to compute the truth value of the variable x4 :
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written as
Tr ¼

b
k log
_
_
^n
j¼1

i¼1

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

wl; j ;

l¼1
ðrj Þ

ðiÞ

!

0

where wl; j ¼ ul if bl

ðiÞ

To ensure that the blocks z
Mi; j ¼

0
log
_n

ðiÞ

ðrj Þ

¼ 1 in Brj and wl; j ¼ vl if bl

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

¼ 0 in Brj :

in Z represent mutually distinct indexes, we add the terms

ð jÞ

ðiÞ

ð jÞ

ðiÞ

ð jÞ

ðiÞ

ð jÞ

ðul 4:ul Þ3ð:ul 4ul Þ3ðvl 4:vl Þ3ð:vl 4vl Þ

l¼1

to the boolean formula for all i; j ¼ 1; y; k and iaj: To ensure, for each i ¼ 1; yk; that the
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
values ul and vl are exclusive, the term
Ni ¼

0
log
^n

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðul 4:vl Þ3ð:ul 4vl Þ

l¼1

is also added to the boolean formula.
Now all terms in the formula f are converted into boolean gates in the regular way, resulting in
a ðt+1)-normalized boolean circuit Cf : Note that for every term Tr at the ﬁrst level of formula f;
Tr is true under some weight k assignment AðX Þ for variables in X if and only if the
corresponding converted gate is true under the assignment for variables in Z that encode AðX Þ:
Therefore, it is not hard to verify that formula f has a weight k satisfying assignment if and only
circuit Cf has a weight k log n0 satisfying assignment. Also note that Z contains 2k log n0 variables
and any valid assignment to Cf is of half weight.
Now we consider the case that t is odd. When t41; we can also convert a t-normalized
antimonotone boolean formula to a ðt þ 1Þ-normalized boolean circuit Cf : The construction is
similar to the case that t is even. The main part that needs to be treated differently is the
representation of each term Tr at the ﬁrst level of formula f: Since f is antimonotone and t is odd,
V
Tr should be of form Tr ¼ bj¼1 :xrj : Nevertheless, Tr can be written as
!
0
b
k log
^
_n ðiÞ
^
Tr ¼
wl; j ;
j¼1
ðiÞ

i¼1 l¼1
ðiÞ

ðr Þ

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

ðr Þ

where wl; j ¼ ul if bl j ¼ 0 in Brj and wl; j ¼ vl if bl j ¼ 1 in Brj : To complete the construction,
each Mi; j and Ni need to be converted to an AND of ORs. This can be done by applying the
following generic construction. Given a boolean formula F; compute a truth table for :F: Next,
build an OR of ANDs for :F directly from the truth table. Build the corresponding AND of ORs
for :ð:FÞ by applying DeMorgan’s law. Notice that the resulting circuits for Mi; j and Ni may
have Oðn04 Þ and Oðn02 Þ gates, respectively, since Mi; j has 4 log n0 inputs and Ni has 2 log n0 inputs.
When t ¼ 1; we can also convert an antimonotone 2-CNF formula f into a 2-normalized
boolean circuit Cf in roughly the same way. For each clause of the form F ¼ ð:xa 3:xb Þ in f; we
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convert it to a boolean formula of the form
!
!!
0
0
k log
k log
^
^
_n ðiÞ
_n ðiÞ
F0 ¼
:
wl;a 3
wl;b
i¼1

l¼1

i¼1

l¼1

Then, we build an OR of ANDs for :F0 via its truth table. Applying DeMorgan’s law gives an
AND of ORs for F0 with Oðn04 Þ clauses. Applying this construction to each clause gives a circuit
that is an AND of ORs, which is essentially a new boolean formula in CNF.
To complete the proof, we need to make an adjustment to the number of variables. Our
construction creates a circuit with 2kJlog n0 n variables. However, this is not technically an
instance of Half-Weight ðt þ 1Þ-Norm SATlog n because n0 is the number of variables in the
original circuit, not the number of gates in the circuit. We give the construction for Half-Weight 2Norm SAT. Constructions for the other problems are similar.
Let M be the number of gates in Cf : To ﬁx Cf to match the deﬁnition, we add 2Q new variables
yi and 3Q gates to Cf : For each i ranging from 1 to Q; we add the circuit :y2i 1 3:y2i ; and we
connect the result of this circuit to the AND gate at the top level. This adds 2Q new variables and
3Q new gates to the circuit. Notice that a satisfying assignment to the resulting circuit can have at
most one half of the variables yi set to true. So, the resulting circuit Cf0 has a half-weight satisfying
assignment if and only if Cf has a half-weight satisfying assignment. So, it sufﬁces to ﬁnd a value
for Q such that 2kJlog M þ 3Qn ¼ 2kJlog n0 n þ 2Q: This occurs when Q ¼ kðlogJM þ 3Qn
Jlog n0 nÞ: For increasing integer values of Q; the right-hand side of this equation either remains
the same, or increases by k: Since the right-hand side grows more slowly than Q; at some point
these two values must be equal. Since MXn0 XkXlog k; this occurs before Q ¼ 4kM if M is at
least four, irrespective of the value of n0 : Finding the exact value of Q can be done by standard
equation solving techniques (e.g., bisection) in polynomial-time. Now, the original Cf was
satisﬁable only when half of the variables are set to true, so f has a weight k satisfying assignment
if and only if Cf0 has an satisfying assignment of where exactly one half of the variables are set to
true. &
Theorem 3.1. For each tX1; unless W ½t ¼ FPT; parameterized problem Half-Weight ðt þ 1ÞNorm SAT cannot be solved by parameterized algorithms of running time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for any
polynomial p.
Proof. If Half-Weight t-Norm Sat is solvable in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some polynomial p; by
Theorem 2.2, the extended parameterized version Half-Weight ðt þ 1Þ-Norm SATlog n is
parameterized tractable. Together with Lemma 3.1, this leads to W ½t ¼ FPT: &
Based on the proof of Lemma 3.1, the circuit Cf constructed is actually of Oðlog nÞ bottom
ðiÞ

ðiÞ

fan-ins and every pair of variables ul ; vl take exclusive values. Deﬁne Half Weight SAT-m
to be the following variant of problem SAT: given a CNF boolean formula with 2k input
variables fx1 ; x2 ; y; x2k 1 ; x2k g and OðmÞ bottom fan-in (where k is the parameter),
determine whether C has a satisfying assignment in which exactly one of ðx2i 1 ; x2i Þ is true for
all i ¼ 1; y; k:
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Corollary 3.1. Unless W ½1 ¼ FPT; the parameterized problem Half Weight SAT-log n cannot be
solved in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for any polynomial p.
This corollary complements the earlier result by Abrahamson et al. [1] that W ½1 ¼ FPT implies
3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ: It is not known, however, whether 3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ would imply
W ½1 ¼ FPT: In particular, in the next section, we will show that the existence of subexponentialtime parameterized algorithms for many important optimization problems in the class Max-SNP
also hinges on whether 3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ:

4. Subexponential-time algorithms for MAX-SNP: the hardness
As noted in [16], a number of NP-complete problems such as Vertex Cover, Vertex Cover-B;
Max Sat, Max c-Sat, Max k-Cut, and Independent Set for bounded degree graphs are
parameterized tractable. In particular, each of these problems can be solved in time Oð2OðkÞ pðnÞÞ
for some polynomial p: It is natural to ask whether the running times of parameterized algorithms
for these problems can be signiﬁcantly improved. In this section, we work towards answering
these questions through an investigation of parameterized versions of Max-SNP-hard
optimization problems.
In this section, we employ the work of Impagliazzo et al. [20] to connect the parameterized
complexity of the Max-SNP-hard problems to the classical complexity of 3-SAT. We begin by
summarizing the necessary details from their work. Brieﬂy, a search problem consists of ﬁnding,
when given an input x; a witness y of size pmðxÞ that satisﬁes a polynomial-time computable
relation Rðx; yÞ: In this context, mðxÞ is the complexity parameter. A search problem is said to be
subexponential-time computable if it can be solved in pðjxjÞ2emðxÞ for some ﬁxed polynomial p and
every e40:
The work of Impagliazzo et al. [20] deﬁnes a reduction family, called the SERF reducibility, that
preserves subexponential-time computation among search problems and their associated
complexity parameters. As noted in the paper, some NP-completeness reductions preserve subexponential time computability among search problems as well. In fact, any many-one reduction f
from S1 ; m1 to S2 ; m2 that satisﬁes m2 ð f ðxÞÞ ¼ Oðm1 ðxÞÞ preserves subexponential time
computability. Such reductions are referred to a strong many-one reductions. Strong many-one
reductions are a special case of the SERF reducibility.
Impagliazzo et al. [20] deﬁne a notion of completeness for the class SNP under the SERF
reducibility, and they prove that both 3-SAT with the complexity parameter n (the number of
variables) and 3-SAT with the complexity parameter m (the number of clauses) are complete for
SNP under the SERF reducibility. It follows that 3-SAT has a subexponential time algorithm with
the complexity parameter n if and only if 3-SAT has a subexponential-time algorithm with the
complexity parameter m: This relationship is true for all search problems that are complete for
SNP under the SERF reducibility.
The class Max-SNP was introduced by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [24] to capture a
collection of optimization problems. For the purpose of investigating the approximability of these
problems, the following approximation-preserving reduction was introduced.
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Deﬁnition 4.1 (Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [24]). Let P1 and P2 be two optimization
problems with cost functions f1 and f2 : P1 L-reduces to P2 if there are two polynomial time
algorithms A and B and two constants a; b40 such that for each instance I1 of P1 ;
(1) the algorithm A produces an instance I2 ¼ AðI1 Þ such that OPTP2 ðI2 ÞpaOPTP1 ðI1 Þ; and
(2) given any solution S2 for I2 with cost f2 ðI2 ; S2 Þ; algorithm B produces a solution S1 for I1 with
cost f1 ðI1 ; S1 Þ such that jOPTP1 ðI1 Þ f1 ðI1 ; S1 ÞjpbjOPTP2 ðI2 Þ f2 ðI2 ; S2 Þj:
It is known from the work of Cai and Chen [9] that the standard parameterized versions of all
maximization problems in the Max-SNP are parameterized tractable. The proof of this earlier
result shows that L reductions preserve parameterized tractability. Here we provide a more
detailed account of how L reductions preserve parameterized tractability among the standard
parameterized versions of optimization problems. In particular, we show that L-reductions
preserve subexponential-time computability.
Lemma 4.1. Let P1 and P2 be two optimization problems such that P1 L-reduces to P2 ; and assume
that the cost function for P2 is integer-valued. If P2 is solvable with witness in time Oð f ðkÞpðnÞÞ for
some recursive function f and polynomial p then P1 can be solved in time Oðkf ðOðkÞÞqðnÞÞ for some
q polynomial.
Proof. We prove the lemma for the case when P1 and P2 are maximization problems. The proofs
for the other three cases are similar.
Assume that P1 L reduces to P2 via the algorithms A and B running in time tðnÞ and qðnÞ;
respectively. Let a and b be the constants associated with this L reduction. Now, assume that P2 is
computable in Oð f ðkÞpðnÞÞ steps for some recursive function f and polynomial p: We can decide
P1 as follows. Given an instance /I1 ; kS of P1 ; compute I2 ¼ AðI1 Þ and run the algorithm for P2
on /I2 ; aðk þ 1ÞS: If the answer is yes, then aOPTP1 ðI1 ÞXOPTP2 ðI2 ÞXaðk þ 1Þ and hence
OPTP1 ðI1 ÞXk: If the answer is no, then we run the algorithm for P2 on the pairs /I2 ; aðk þ
1Þ 1S; y; /I2 ; 0S until the answer is yes. Because OPTP2 ðI2 Þ is integer-valued, the answer to at
least one of these will be yes. On the ﬁrst such yes value, the algorithm for P2 must produce a
witness solution s2 satisfying f2 ðI2 ; s2 Þ ¼ OPTP2 ðI2 Þ: By applying the function B to s2 ; we get a
solution to I1 satisfying jOPTP1 ðI1 Þ f1 ðI1 ; s1 ÞjpbjOPTP2 ðI2 Þ f2 ðI2 ; s2 Þj ¼ 0; and hence s1 is the
optimal solution to I1 : In this case, we can use the value f1 ðI1 ; s1 Þ to determine whether
OPTP1 ðI1 ÞXk:
Notice that the algorithm for P2 is called at most aðk þ 1Þ times and the algorithms A and B are
called only once. Hence, the time bound stated in the lemma for the algorithm can be easily
veriﬁed. &
Because Max 3-SAT is Max-SNP-complete [24] and parameterized tractable with witness [9],
we obtain the following result through Lemma 4.1.
Corollary 4.1. Each optimization problem in the class Max-SNP is solvable in time Oð2OðkÞ pðnÞÞ for
some polynomial p.
Lemma 4.1 also implies that L-reductions preserve subexponential parameterized complexity.
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Theorem 4.1. Let P1 be a Max-SNP-hard (under L-reductions) optimization problem with an
integer-valued cost function. If P1 is solvable with witness in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some polynomial
p, then each optimization problem P2 in Max-SNP is solvable in time Oð2oðkÞ qðnÞÞ for some
polynomial q.
Proof. Since P1 is solvable with witness in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some polynomial p and each
problem P2 in Max-SNP is L-reducible to P1 ; it follows from Lemma 4.1 that P2 can be solved in
Oð2oðkÞ qðnÞÞ steps for some polynomial q: &
To show the hardness to obtain Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ-time parameterized algorithms ( for any
polynomial p), for Max-SNP-hard problems, we ﬁrst establish the close relationship between
the parameterized complexity of Vertex Cover-3, the vertex cover problem on graphs with degrees
bounded by 3, and the classical complexity of 3-SAT. Consider the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. If parameterized problem Vertex Cover-3 is solvable in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some
polynomial p, then 3-SAT is solvable in time Oð2oðnÞ Þ; where n is the number of variables in each
3-CNF formula.
Proof. Notice that if the parameterized version of Vertex Cover-3 is solvable in Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for
some polynomial p; then Vertex Cover-3 can easily be solved in time OðpðnÞ2oðnÞ Þ steps since kpn:
To complete the proof, it sufﬁces to show that such an algorithm for Vertex Cover-3 implies a fast
algorithm for 3-SAT.
While not explicitly proven in [20], it is the case that Vertex Cover-3 is SNP-complete under
SERF reductions with the parameter n; the number of vertices. To see this, notice that there exists
a strong many-one reduction from 3-SAT with the parameter m; the number of clauses, to Vertex
Cover-3 with the parameter n [19, Theorem 2.6]. Since a strong many-one reduction is a special
case of the SERF reducibility, it follows that Vertex Cover-3 is SNP-complete under SERF
reductions.
Since 3-SAT with the parameter n; the number of variables is also SNP-complete under SERF
reductions, Theorem 1 in Section 3 of [20] allows us to conclude that 3-SAT can be computed in
time pðjxjÞ2en for every e40: While the deﬁnition of subexponential-time computation in [20]
includes that possibility that a different algorithm is needed for each e40; the sparsiﬁcation
lemma of Impagliazzo et al. [20, Theorem 1, Corollary 1 of Section 2] can be used to strengthen
the result to able to conclude that 3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ: &
Next, we prove the reverse direction. Consider the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. There is a polynomial-time reduction that given a 3-degree graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ and a
parameter k, produces a 3-CNF formula f with at most cjVj variables such that G has a vertex cover
of size k if and only if f is satisfiable.
Proof. Whether the graph G has a vertex cover of size k can be reformulatedVas the question of
whether boolean circuit C has a weight k satisfying assignment, where C ¼ /vi ;vj SAE ðxi 3xj Þ;
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consisting of jV j input variables x1 ; y; xn and jEj þ 1 gates such that xi ¼ 1 if and only if vi AV is
in the vertex cover.
To ensure that only weight-k assignments are valid assignments, we use a subcircuit D to verify
if there are exactly k 1’s in the input vector ½x1 ; y; xn : The subcircuit D consists of ðn 1Þ binary
adders to count the number of 1’s in the input vector and a component A to compare the outcome
of the count with value k in binary. These adders are structured as a binary tree as shown in Fig. 2.
Each adder at level h takes two binary numbers of length h produced by some two adders at level
h 1 and produces the sum in binary of length h þ 1 to the next level.
It is clear that each adder can be implemented using boolean gates and the number of boolean
gates needed in each adder is OðhÞ; which is linear in the length h of the two inputs to the adder.
Therefore, the total number of boolean gates needs for these adders is at most
Jlog
Xnnj
h¼1

Jlog
Xnn
nk
1
h
dhpdn
h
2
2
h¼1

h

pdn

N
X
h¼0

h

1
2

h

¼ dn

1=2
ð1

1=2Þ2

¼ 2dn ¼ OðnÞ

for some constant d: Moreover, the number of boolean gates needed to implement component A
is Oðlog nÞ because kpn:
Let C 0 be the circuit C embedded with subcircuit D so that C has a weight-k satisfying
assignment if and only if C 0 is satisﬁable. Note that the total number of gates in circuit C 0 is
bounded by OðnÞ þ jEj ¼ OðnÞ since G is a degree-3 graph. As given in the textbook by Cormen
et al. [14], there is a polynomial-time reduction that reduces a boolean circuit to a 3-CNF formula
in which the number variables increased is linear in the total number of gates in the circuit. Using
this technique, we can reduce the circuit C 0 to a 3-CNF formula f with OðnÞ variables. &
To conclude that Vertex Cover-3 has a Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ parameterized algorithm if and only 3-SAT
has a Oð2oðnÞ Þ algorithm, we employ a reduction to kernel. Here we use the following observation
by Chen et al. [13, Theorem 2.2]. Their result combines the earlier work of Nemhauser and Trotter

Fig. 2. Circuitry to verify a weight k assignment.
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[21] and Buss [8] to achieve a strong reduction to kernal for Vertex Cover. This strong reduction
to kernel will also be used in the next section.
Proposition 4.1 (Chen et al. [13]). There exists an algorithm running in time Oðkn þ k3 Þ that when
given /G; kS produces /G1 ; k1 S such that G has a vertex cover of size k if and only if G1 has a
vertex cover of size k1 ; where G1 has p2k1 vertices, k1 pk; and G1 is a subgraph of G.
Combining Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.2, and Proposition 4.1, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.3. Vertex Cover-3 can be solved in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some polynomial p if and only if
3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ; where n is the number of variables.
Proof. The ﬁrst direction comes directly from Theorem 4.2. For the second direction, assume that
3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ: Then, by Lemma 4.2 there exists a Oð2oðjV jÞ Þ time algorithm for Vertex
Cover-3. Combining this algorithm with the strong reduction to kernal given by Proposition 4.1,
gives a Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ algorithm for Vertex Cover-3. &
By Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 and the fact that Vertex Cover-3 can be solved in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ if
and only if it can be solved in time Oð2oðkÞ qðnÞÞ with witness, we obtain the following connecting
result.
Theorem 4.4. Each Max-SNP-complete problem P can be solved in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ with witness
for some polynomial p if and only if 3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ; where n is the number of variables.
Since the proof of above theorem relies on Theorem 4.1, it does not appear that we can easily
remove the word ‘‘witness’’ from the statement of our main result. However, in practice, it is often
the case that the complexities of decision problems and their witness versions are closely related
[6]. Hence, Theorem 4.4 gives the following immediate corollaries.
Corollary 4.2. The parameterized problems Max c-SAT, Vertex Cover-B; Independent Set-B;
and Dominating Set-B can be solved in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for some polynomial p if and only if
3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ; where n is the number of variables.
Corollary 4.3. The parameterized problems Max SAT, Vertex Cover, and Max c-Cut cannot be
solved in time Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ for any polynomial p unless 3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ; where n is the
number of variables.
Therefore, the existence of subexponential-time parameterized algorithms for any MaxSNP-hard optimization problem relates to the long-standing open question concerning the
membership of 3-SAT in DTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ: Note that while it is widely believed that 3-SAT e
DTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ; Abrahamson et al. [1] have shown that W ½1 ¼ FPT would also imply 3-SAT A
DTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ:
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5. Subexponential-time lower bounds for planar problems
In contrast to hardness results shown in Sections 3 and 4, a number of parameterized problems
do admit subexponential-time parameterized algorithms. For example, the recent and somewhat
surprising work by Alber et al. [2,3] has shown that many problems on planar graphs, such as
PlanarpﬃﬃDominating Set and Planar Vertex Cover, have parameterized algorithms of running time
Oð2Oð kÞ pðnÞÞ: Since each of these problems is NP-complete, it is natural to ask if the running time
for these new parameterized algorithms can be substantially improved. Results and techniques
from previous sections will be applied
to answer this question. We will show that the consequences
pﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ-time parameterized algorithms also relate directly to the
of these problems having Oð2
classical and parameterized complexity of a variety of problems.
We begin by relating the parameterized complexity of certain problems on planar graphs to the
parameterized complexity of Vertex Cover-3.
Lemma 5.1. If Planar Vertex Cover, Planar Independent Set, Planar Dominating
Set or Planar
pﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ for some
Red/Blue Dominating Set has a parameterized algorithm running in time Oð2
oðkÞ
polynomial p, then Vertex Cover-3 has a Oð2 pðnÞÞ-time parameterized algorithm.
pﬃﬃ
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the result for Planar Vertex Cover. Let A be a Oð2oð kÞ pðnÞÞ-time algorithm
for Planar Vertex Cover. We construct an algorithm B for Vertex Cover on graphs bounded by
degree 3 that operates as follows. Let /G; kS be an instance of Vertex Cover-3. Using the
algorithm given in Proposition 4.1, we transform /G; kS into /G1 ; k1 S: Notice that since G1 is a
subgraph of G; each vertex in G1 has degree bounded by 3. Next, we transform G1 ¼ ðV1 ; E1 Þ into
a planar graph G2 ¼ ðV2 ; E2 Þ as follows. Draw the graph G1 on the plane. At each crossover point
deﬁned by a pair of edges ðu1 ; v1 Þ and ðu2 ; v2 Þ; insert the widget given in Fig. 3. This construction
produces a planar graph G2 : Furthermore, as shown by Garey et al. [19], G2 has a vertex cover of
size k2 ¼ k1 þ 13d if and only if G1 has a vertex cover of size k1 ; where d is the number of
crossover points. Since jV1 jp2k and each vertex has degree bounded by 3; there are at most 3k
edges in G1 and hence at most ð3kÞ2 ¼ Oðk2 Þ crossover points. It follows that k2 ¼ Oðk2 Þ: To
complete the algorithm B; simply apply the algorithm A to the instance /G2 ; k2 S and return the
result. Since k2 ¼ Oðk2 Þ; the running time of the algorithm B is Oð2oðkÞ  pðnÞÞ:
To see that same result holds for Planar Independent Set, note that G ¼ ðV ; EÞ has a
vertex cover of size k if and only G has an independent set of size jV j k: Since G2 has

Fig. 3. A widget to remove crossovers.
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jV1 j þ 22d ¼ Oðk2 Þ vertices, we can solve the original of instance of Vertex Cover-3 by solving
Planar Independent Set on the instance /G2 ; k20 S; where k20 ¼ jV1 j þ 22d k2 ¼ Oðk2 Þ: The
running time of this new algorithm for Vertex Cover-3 is Oð2oðkÞ  pðnÞÞ:
For Planar Red/Blue Dominating Set, convert the planar graph G2 to a planar graph G3 by
adding a new vertex ve for each edge e ¼ ðu; vÞ in G2 and adding edges from both u and v to ve : The
graph G3 is also planar. Place the original vertices from V2 into the ‘‘red’’ set and place the new
vertices vðu;vÞ into the ‘‘blue’’ set. Then, G2 has a vertex cover of size k2 if and only if there exists a
set of k2 vertices
from the ‘‘red’’ set in G3 that dominates all the vertices in the ‘‘blue’’ set. So, if we
pﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
apply a Oð2
pðnÞÞ for Planar Red/Blue Dominating Set to /G3 ; k2 S as our ﬁnal step, we get a
oðkÞ
 pðnÞÞ time algorithm for Vertex Cover-3.
Oð2
For Planar Dominating Set, convert the planar graph G2 to a planar graph G4 by adding k2 þ 1
new vertices e1 ; y; ek2 þ1 for each edge e ¼ ðu; vÞ in G2 and adding edges from both u and v to each
ei : Without loss of generality, assume that there are no isolated vertices in G2 : Now, since G2 is
planar, it is easy to see that G4 is also planar. Moreover, it is easy to show that G2 has a vertex
cover of size k2 if and only if G4 has a dominating set of size k2 : To see this, notice that a vertex
cover of size k2 of G2 is a dominating set of G4 since if u covers the edge e ¼ ðu; vÞ; then u
dominates v and all the vertices e1 ; y; ek2 þ1 : Since every edge is covered by these k2 vertices and
G2 contains no isolated vertices, these k2 vertices must be a dominating set in G4 : Similarly,
assume that G4 has a dominating set of size k2 : Then, for each edge e ¼ ðu; vÞ in G2 either u or v
must be in such a dominating set. If not, then all vertices e1 ; y; ek2 þ1 must be in the dominating
set. This is a contradiction.
Hence, such a dominating set in G4 is a vertex cover in G2 : So,
pﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ for Planar Dominating Set to /G4 ; k2 S as our ﬁnal step, we get a
if we apply a Oð2
oðkÞ
 pðnÞÞ time algorithm for Vertex Cover-3. &
Oð2
By combining our earlier results relating the complexity of Vertex Cover-3 to 3-SAT with
Lemma 5.1, we obtain the following conditional lower bounds.
Theorem 5.1. Planar Vertex Cover, Planar Independent
Set, Planar Dominating Set, and Planar
pﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
Red/Blue Dominating Set do not have Oð2
pðnÞÞ-time parameterized algorithms for any
polynomial p unless Max SNP-complete problems Max c-SAT, Vertex Cover-B; Independent Set-B;
and Dominating Set-B have Oð2oðkÞ qðnÞÞ-time parameterized algorithms for some polynomial q:
Corollary 5.1. Unless 3-SATADTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ; Planar Vertex Cover, Planar Independent
Set,
pﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ-time
Planar Dominating Set, and Planar Red/Blue Dominating Set do not have Oð2
parameterized algorithms for any polynomial p.

6. Conclusion and open problems
We have shown that the existence of subexponential-time parameterized algorithms for some
problems within FPT implies the collapse of the W -hierarchy at various levels. In addition, we
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have provided some evidence that Oð2oðkÞ pðnÞÞ
algorithms for Vertex Cover and other Max-SNPpﬃﬃ
oð kÞ
pðnÞÞ algorithms do not exist for some problems on
hard problems do not exist and that Oð2
planar graphs such as Planar Vertex Cover by relating the existence of such algorithms to whether
3-SAT can be solved in DTIMEð2oðnÞ Þ: The central open question in our work is whether the
existence of subexponential-time parameterized algorithms for problems such as Vertex Cover
would also imply a collapse in the W -hierarchy. While this result was claimed in [12], a technical
error in the conference paper [12, Lemma 3, Theorem 4] leaves this question open.
Our work provides a outline of an approach to solve this open problem: simply prove that
Vertex Coverlog n or some other log n version of a Max-SNP-hard problem is W ½1-hard. By
Theorem 2.2, the existence of a subexponential-time parameterized algorithm for Vertex Cover
would imply that Vertex Coverlog n is parameterized tractable and hence that W ½1 ¼ FPT: So, it
appears that an investigation of the parameterized complexity of Vertex Coverlog n may be
worthwhile. In a recent development, Fellows [18] has shown that Vertex Coverlog n is contained
in W ½1:
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